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PREFACE 

In October 1979, Public Systems Evaluation, Inc. ~PSE) was awar~ed a grant 
by the Office of Program Evaluation, the National Instlo~ute of J~6tloC~ (NIJ) J 

U.S. Department of Justice, to evaluate the Commercloal Securloty Floe,ld Test 
(CSFT) Program. Th~ purpose of the CSFT Program was to test the effec~l.ven~ss 
of security surveys as a strategy for reducing the incidence of commercl.al crl.me 
-- including burglary, robbery, and larceny (Le., shoplifting and employee 
theft) -- in small commercial establishments." 

The CSFT Program was carried out in three cities: Denver (CO), Long Beach 
(CA), and St. Louis (MO). The three sites were selected by N!J's P:ogram 
Coordinating Team (PCT) -- composed of representa.tives from NIJ s Of~loce of 
Development, Testing, and Dissemination, Office of Program Evaluat~on, and 
Office of Research Programs. as well as from the Law Enforcement Asslostance 
Administration's Office of Community Anti-Crime Programs. A :ontractor -- ~he 
University of Research Corporation (ORC) -- assisted the PCT lon the selectloon 
process, which concluded in April of 1980 with the awarding of grants to t~e 
Denver Anti-Crime Council, the Long Beach Police Department, and the St. LOUloS 
Commission on Crime and Law Enforcement. 

As the evaluators, we at PSE were able to monitor th~ entire CS!T Prog~am. 
While overall direction and analytical support were provlded by PSE s Cambrlodge 
office, the Program's process was carefully mon~tored, by our on-site person,ne 1 ~ 
Further related technical assistance -- especloally In the area of data collec 
tion -- ~as also provided to the site !rantees during the course of the Program. 
In addition to conducting an in-depth evaluation of th: CSFT Program, w~ have 
tried to consider the implications of our findings, especloally fro~ a natlo~al, 
policy-relevant perspective. In sum, we have un~ertaken a sy~temlc evaluatlon, 
which is at once an audit, formative, and summatl.ve evaluatloon, as ,we,ll as a 
prospective study addressing such iss~es as transferabloll.ty and 
generalizability. 

Our evaluation findings are documented in two reports. The extensive Final 
. Report contains the technical details; copies of the report c~n be obtained fr?m 
either the NIJ National Criminal Justice Reference Servloce or PSE •. ~hlS 
Executive Summa~ contains a non-technically-oriented summary of the Flonal 
Report, written especially for the criminal justice practitioner. 
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ABSTRACT 

Given the millions of dollars spent annually in the conduct of security sur
veys and in the subsequent compliance with survey recommendations, it is 
reasonable to ask: Is the crime prevention approach of security surveys effec
tive against commercial crimes? For several reasons, previous studies or 
evaluations of security survey programs have been unable to provide an answer to 
this very important question. The National Institute of Justice (NIJ)-funded 
Commercial Security Field Test (CSFT) Program was specifically developed to ad
dress the above stated questions, especially in regard to the commercial crime of burglary. 

The CSFT Program was carried out in three cities -- Denver {CO), Long Beach 
(CA) , and St. Louis (MO) -- and included conducting security surveys of 430 com
mercial establishments located in 10 commercial areas throughout the three 
cities. Some five follow-up visits were made to each surveyed establishment to 
both enhance and check on the degree to which the resultant survey recommenda
tions had been complied with; the final overall compliance level __ defined as 
the percent of total recommended changes that were complied with __ was 59.1 
percent, which is almost twice the level experienced by other similar security 
survey efforts where no follow-up visits were made. After the fiual compliance 
check, the security survey st~ff in the three cities were asked to undertake for 
each surveyed establishment (i) a review of what survey recommendations had been 
made; (ii) a review of which recommendations had been complied with; and (iii) a 
subjective judgement on whether or not the complied recommendations __ in rela
tion to all the recommendations --~were substantial enough to reduce the 
establishment's risk-to-burglary, thus designating the establishment as being 
either "treated" or "untreated". Out of the 430 surveyed establishments, 194 
were considered treated while 236 were considered untreated. (A subsequent 
analysis revealed that the treated establishments had au overall compliance 
level of 77.3 percent, as compared to a 42.4 percent figure for the untreated 
establishments.) The n~arly even split and comparability between the treated 
and untreated establishments -- even within a commercial test area __ provided 
the bas is for implement ing a split-area research des ign. In applying this 
design to the resultant burglary statistics, it can be concluded that security 
surveys (with compliance) accounted for a significant 64.8 percent reduction in 
burglary in Denver; no such impact was observed in either Long Beach or St. Louis. 

In sum, in response to the above stated question, the answer is~; the use 
of security surveys can be effective against commercial crimes, but only if the 
treatment is adequate -- that is, the survey recommendations are (i) systemati
cally identified and (ii) complied with. Interestingly, this important finding 
suggests that the traditional manner of conducting security surveys __ in which 
neither the systematic identification of the survey recommendations nor their 
compliance is emphasized -- is totally inudequate. The importance of these two 
factors cannot be over-stated. Finally, in addition to summarizing other criti
cal evaluation findings, this Executive Sum1,l!.411 discusses two key recommendations. 
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A. BACKGROUND 

This Executive SummarI is comprised of three sections. Some pertinent 
issues ar~dressed in this background section; the critical evaluation fin
dings -- and related implications -- are detailed in Section B; and two 
important recommendations are presented in Section C. 

1. Crimes Against Commercial Establishments Are Widespread and EconomicallI 
Debilitating . 

While the economic well-being of a business is primarily affected by market 
conditions, it is also affected by crime. In 1975, the U.S. Department of 
Commerce [19751 estimated that crime eost the business community $9.3 billion. 
Small commercial establishments are especially adversely affected by crime; for 
some small businesses, the cost of crime could mean the difference between sur
vival and failure [Small Business Administration, 1969; U.S. Congress, 19771. 
Typically, small businesses oper~te on a thin profit margin, leaving no room for 
losses due to crime. 

Of all the commercial crime, it is conjectured that larceny -- including 
shoplifting and emplQyee theft -- causes the greatest dollar loss to businesses 
[American Management Association, 1977; Che1imsky~ 19791 ~ Althm~g~ ~ ;i~ts "'i~ 
available, it is generally ag~~ed th~~larceny is the overwhelming reason fQr 
inventory shrinkage, which is becoming a severe problem for most businesses. 
During 1982, some 0.80 million cases of shoplifting and 1.02 Million larcenies 
from buildings were reported to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)[1983]. 
However, as demonstrated 'by the National Crime Panel Surveys [1977], it should 
be noted that larceny is an extremely underreported crime. After larceny, 
burglary -- the unlawful entry of a structure to commit a felony or theft -- is 
the most costly commercial crime. So~e 1.06 million commercial burglaries were 
reported to the FBI [1983] in 1982; as in the case of larceny and because of un
derreporting, this figure should be considered an underestimate of the actual 
number of commercial burglaries in 1982. Although less frequent and costly than 
either larceny or burglary, robbery -- the unlawful threat or use of force to 
coumd.t a felony or theft -- is actually a more serious crime since it could lead 
to a violent confrontation between victim and offender. Some 0.17 million com
mercial robberies were reported in 1982 [FBI, 1983]; again, this figure should 
be considered an underestimate. In sum, while larceny, burglary and robbery are 
the most costly and widespread Cif all the commercial crimes, there are, of 
course, other commercial crimes, including arson and vandalism. 

Inasmuch as many of the offenses committed against commercial establishments 
are crimes of opportunity (i.e., largely unplanned acts committed by amateurs in 
situations where merchandise, money, or equipment are readily accessible and the 
risk Df detection is relatively low), the law enforcement focus has been 
primarily in the area of crime prevention or opportunity reduction. In par
ticular, nearly every law enforcement agency in the country is conducting crime 
prevention or security surveys, which typically involves first the inspection of 
a commercial premise from a crime opportunity perspective and then the recommen
dation of physical, procedural and/or behavioral changes that are directed at 
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reducing the identified opportunities. Security surveys are usually conducted 
following the occurrence of a crime (in most instances, a burglary) or by re
quest of the owner or manager of the business. 

Given the millions of dollars spent annually in the conduct of security SUr'U 
veys and in the subsequent compliance with survey reeommendations, it is 
reasonable to ask: Is the crime prevention approach of security surveys effec
tive against commercial crimes? In reviewing the literature, we found that 
although several studies focus on the general aspects of security surveys and 
commercial crimes [Small Business Administration, 1969; Kingsbury, 1973; White 
et al., 1975; International Training, Research, and Evaluation Council, 1977; 
Gunn et al., 1978; Bickman and Rosenbaum. 1980], only a handful [Touche Ross and 
Company, 1976; Minnesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control, 
1976; Lavrakas et al., 1978; Eversen, 1979; Pearson, 1980] deal with the results 
of an actual implemented security survey program: these are summarized in 
Exhibit 1. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from Exhibit 1 concerning prior security 
survey programs. First, the programs were all parts of larger, more c~mplex, 
crime prevention efforts so that the resultant impacts could not have been at
tributed solely to the intervention of security surveys. Second, data regarding 
compliance with survey recommendations were conspicuously lacking; whatever 
evidence was presented, suggested a low level of compliance -_. thus, bringing 
into question whether the conduct of security surveys resulted in an actual 
"treatment" of the surveyed es tab lishments. Third, the programs' research 
designs or selection schemes usually called for (i) a dispersed (i.e., city-, 
county-, or state-wide) focus for tte conduct of security surveys, and (ii) a 
poorly controlled before and after (i.e., pretreatment and posttreatment) 
analysis of the crime impact measuree. Fourth, the reported crime impacts were 
~lmost exclusively about burglary, largely because data on larceny were unavail
able and data on robbery involved too few incidents. [It should be noted that 
Exhibit 1 does not include the Seattle Burglary Reduction Project. Since no 
evaluation report had been issued concerning the project (which had been con
cluded in December 1979), we made a site visit to Seattle in 1981; it was 
determined that because of inadequate data collection procedures, no valid con
clusions could be forthcoming.] 

Given the abo7e described problema of program complexity, low compliance, 
inadequate research design, and inadequate crime data, it is not surprising that 
the prior evaluations of security survey programs resulted in findings that are 
statistically inconclusive. The Commercial Security Field Test (CSFT) [National 
Institute of .1ustice (NIJ) , 1979]. sought to overcome these problems. 

2. The Commercial Security Field Test (CSnJ Was Dir~!rted At Assessing The 
!lli.ctiveness of Security Surveys Against Commercial Burglary 

In particular, the program complexity problem was to be mitigated by the 
somewhat singular, security survey-oriented focus of the CSFT; the low com
pliance problem was explicitly dealt with by the CSFT which called for the 
carrying out of compliance-enhancing activities; and the inadequate research 
design problem was likewise addressed by the CSFT's strong emphasis on 
evaluation. However, the inadequate crime data problem pervading previous 
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studies could not be overcome by the CSFTj again, extreme underreporting of lar
cenies and low robbery rates, together with the fact that the resultant security 
survey recommendations were minimally focused on reducing the opportunities for 
larcenies and robberies, resulted in a CSFT Program that was almost exclusively 
directed at the commercial crime of burglary. 

Although the CSFT Program grants were officially awarded by the NIJ to the 
Denver Anti-Crime 'Council, the Long Beach Police Department and the St. Louis 
Commission on Crime and Law Enforcement in April 1980, program-related ac
tivities had been on-going for more than a year. In perticular, and as is the 
custom in all NIJ-sponsored field tests, a CSFT Program Coordinating Team (PCT) 
-- supported by an external Advisory Committee of crime prevention experts and -!1 

consultant staff from Abt Associates, Cambridge, Massachusetts -- was formed in 
the latter part of 1978. While identifying candidate cities in which to conduct 
the CSFT Program, the PCT co'mpleted the Test Design [NIJ, 1979] for the Program 
in May 1979. This design document reviewed pertinent background material; ar
ticulated a set of program purposes, goals and objectives; defined an 
experim~ntal selection scheme or research design; discussed a number of 
evaluation-related concerns; and suggested criteria for city selection aa well 
as strategies for prQgram implementation. Although the document did not name 
candidate cities, by its publication date, a list of more than 20 cities -- ob
tained from cities of 250,000 popUlation or more and on the basis of their 
burglary, robbery and larceny statistics, as compiled by the FBI's Uniform Crime 
Reports -- had been reduced to less than teD. Subsequently, the CSFT Program's 
technical assistance contractor, University Research Corporation (URC), con
ducted site visits to the most interested of these cities and solicite4 detailed 
statements of capability fro~ each~ By the time the evaluation grant was 
awarded to Public Systems Evaluation, Inc. (PSE) in October 1979, the list had, 
for all intents and purposes, been reduced to the final three candidates -
Denver, Long Beach and St. Louis. 

Following the grant awards to the three cities in April 1980 and assisted by 
URC and PSE, the three grantees endeavored to meet the requirements of the ~ 
Design [NIJ, 1979] by identifying candidate pairs of commercial test (i.e., ex
perimental and control) areas which had relatively high commercial crime rates 
as well as other specified characteristics. By October 1980 and following PSE's 
review of the submitted site information, the PCT had randomly -- by coin tosses 
-- assigned them to experimental and control groups. Subsequently, security 
surveys were conducted in the experimental areas and several follow-up visits 
were made both to encourage compliance with survey recommendations and to deter
mine the level of compliance. Finally, on April 1, 1981, it was decided that 
the formal one-year test or evaluation period could begin. A year later, a 
final set of compliance checks was madF in the experimental areas, while some 
security surveys were conducted in the control ~reas. 

Because of evaluation considerations, the CSFT Program that was eventually 
implemented in the three cities reflected a revised version of the program 
stipulated in the Test Design [NIJ, 1979]. First, while the Test Design called 
for 20-60 business establishments per test area, the grantees were encouraged 
for evaluation purposes to select test areas with a larger number of estab
lishments. Second, the emphasis in the Test Desisn on establishing a close 
cooperative relationship between business and police could have resulted in a 
more complex Program where other crime prevention activities (e.g., special 
police patrols assigned to the experimental areas) might have occurred -- and, 
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therefore, confounded the evaluation findings. Instead, the grantees 'flere ad
vised to cooperate with the business people only to the extent of facilitating 
the conduct of the security surveys and enhancing compliance with survey 
recommendations. Third, pairwise-matching commercial areas on the basis of mul
tiple criteria (Le., crime rates, social demogl':aphics, traffic patterns, police 
community relations, etc.) -- as originally en'visioned in the Test Design -
could not be accomplished. In fact, it wan not possible to even find one 
matched pair among the ten pairs proposed by the grantees. 

In response to the latter design difficulty, we, as evaluators, were able to 
develop and implement an alternative ("split ... ·~rea") ~esearch design in which the 
surveyed (i.e., experimental) areas were split into two groups according to 
whether the CSFT crime prevention Sltaff categorized them as "treated" or 
"untreated". Identifying an establishment as treated meant that it was judged 
to be less prone to burglary victimization as a result of compliance with the 
survey recommendations. This conceptual split was undertaken toward the end of 
the one-year test period by the same po lice off icers and CSFT staff who were 
initially involved in the conduct of the security surveys; they categorized each 
surveyed establishment by reviewing from a risk-to-burglary perspective the es
tablishment's compliance with the suxvey recommendations. It should be noted 
that while it would have been preferable to have had a team of crime prevention 
specialists categorize the surveyed establishments independently, the retrospec
tive application of the split-area design, together with the limited project 
resources, precluded such an approach. Overall, 194 of the surveyed estab
lishments were considered treated, while 236 were considered untreated. 
Actually, as expected, compliance -- as defined by the percent of recommended 
changes complied with -- was a determ~ng factor in whether an establishment 
was considered treated; the treated establishments had an average compliance 
level of 77.3 percent, as opposed to a 42.4 percent figure for the untreated es
tablishments. Further, the sets of treated and untreated establishments were 
determined to be equivalent in terms of the types of businesses contained in 
~ach. In evaluation terms, this would have constituted an experimental design. 
However, beeause it was implemented retrospectively, the split-area research 
design can be considered to be a quasi-experimental design for the purpose of 
this study. In sum, the above indicated modifications to the original Test 
Design reflected the CSFT's emphasis on evaluation. 

3. A Pyrposeful And Systematic Eyalyatlon Appro3cb Was Employed To Assess The 
.Q§!I 

It is widely recognized that a major reason for the failure of program 
evaluations is inadequacy of the evaluation designs. One of the prevalent fac
tors contributing to this inadequacy is that the design does not occur in 
conjunction with the development of the program itself. As stated in the 
Preface, we were fortullate in the case of the CSFT Program to have been able to 
specify the evaluation design in parallel with the final developmeht of the 
Program's initial Test Design [NIJ, 1979] -- prior to Program implementl\1tion. 
Our attendance at the major Program planning sessions, as well as at NIJ's 
Program Coordinating Team (PCT) meetings, was .critical in two respects. On the 
one hand, the planning effort benefitted from our presence since all planning 
decisions were continuou~ly assessed relative to their potential impact on the 
evaluation effort; as discussed earlier, several Program components were 
modified because they threatened to invalidate the anticipated evaluation 
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findings. On the other hand, title fact that the POT's decisiou""'making process i~ 
regard to the Program's rationale, objectives, and components was fully exposed 
to us resulted in the development of a sound, systemic evaluation design, 
characterized by pertinent test hypotheses, a quasi-experimental selection 
s~heme, an appropriate measures framework, relevant measurement methods, and 
valid analytic techniques. As identified by Tien [19791, a systemic evaluation 
views a program from a systems perspective and includes input, process, outcome, 
and systemic measures. and issues, including those of transferability and 
generalizability. Alternatively, a systemic evaluation is at once an audit, 
formative and summative evaluation. 

The evaluation design for this CSFT effort was based on an explicit applica
tion of the "dynamic roll-back" approach advanced by Tien [1979 J • The "ro 11-
back" aspect of the approach is reflected in the ordered sequence of 
interrogatories or steps that must be considered before an evaluation design can 
be developed: the sequence rolls back in time from (i) a projected look at the 
range of program characteristics (i.e., from its rationale through its operation 
and anticipated findings); to (ii) a prospective consideration of the threats 
(i.e., problems and pitfalls) to the validity of the final evaluation; and to 
(iii) a more immediate identification of the evaluation design elements. Thus, 
the anticipated program characteristics identify the possible threats to 
validity, which in turn point to the design elements that are necessary to 
mitigate, if net to eliminate, these threats. The "dynamic" aspect of the ap
proach refer$ to its nonstationary character; that is, the components of the 
process must be constantly updated, throughout the entire development and im
plementation phases of the evaluation design. In this manner, the design 
elements can be adaptively refined, i~necessary, to account for any new threats 
to validity which may be caused by previously unidentified program 
characteristice. In sum, the dynamic roll-back approach is an adaptive process 
for developing purposeful and systematic evalua~ion designs. 

It was the application of this dynamic roll-back approach that prompted us 
to recommend larger test areas; to advise against establishing a closer coopera
tion between the police and the business people beyond facilitating the conduct 
of security surveys and enhancing compliance with survey recommendations; and to 
develop an alternative split-area research design. Additionally, we undertook 
several activities that contributed to the validity of our evaluation findings, 
First, we were particularly careful about monitoring compliance with survey 
recommendations, since with low compliance, it would have been questionable 
whether there was indeed a sufficient Program treatment. 

Second, we undertook extensive on-site monitoring; in addition to periodic 
site visits from our Cambridge, Massachusetts office, we had an on-site person 
in Long Beach and in St. Louis during the entire period of evaluation. [Because 
of staff turnover, our on-site presence in Denver was not continuous.] Further, 
we developed and administered several data collection instruments an~ 
questionnaires; all of this contributed to a multi-measurement approach to data 
collection and analysis. Conclusions based on a range of measurements are 
likely to be more reliable because they go beyond the limits of anyone measure; 
they help to prevent wrong conclusions which arise from misleading __ single
sourced -- data. 

Third, perhaps one of the major contributions of this evaluation effort has 
been the highlighting of the importance of risk as a measure within the context 
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of crime prevention. Although the concept of risk is not new, the development 
and application of a risk model -- as developed in Appendix I ~nd discussed 
in Section C -- is ground-breaking. While the modeling process explicitly con
tributed to this evaluation (Le., in defining "treated" and "untreated" 
establishments), we feel that the model could provide a much needed framework 
for arriving at systematic survey re':ommendations. 

Fourth, although the split-area research design provided a perfect control 
for neighborhood and other environmental factors (because of the co-location of 
both treated and untreated establishments in a test area), the retrospective im
plementation of the design raised a potentially severe regression 'artifsct 
problem, as recognized by Campbell and Erlebacher [1979]. More specifically, 
because the selection of treated and untreated establishments did not take iuto 
account the key measure of crime, the two groups of establiShments would most 
likely not be equivalent in terms of this measure; as a result, a selection
regression artifact interaction could Occur and threaten the validity of the 
observed impact on crime. Fortunately, we were able to develop a statistically
based model which was able to correct for this threat; further, the model was 
able to correct for another problem -- the selection-intervention interaction 
threat to validity -- that is typically also a consequence of a retrospectively 
configured research design. In sum, while the difficulties associated with a 
retrospectively implemented design would usually preclude it from being an ef
fective design, we feel that, in this case, since we have comparability among 
the test units as well as a statistical model that corrects for the two most 
significant statistically-related difficulties, it is justified to say that we 
hav~ an effective design that would ~ield valid findings concerning the impact 
of security surveys on .crime. The stdtlstical model for the split-area design 
is developed in Appendix II. 
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B. FINDINGS 

The CSFT Program shed light on three critical subject matters: the impact 
of security surveys on commercial burglary, the impact of security surveys on 
fear, and the impact of business/police relations on the conduct of security 
surveys and the compliance with survey recommendations. 

1. In Te~s of Burglary Reduction. Security Surveys (With Compliance) Accounted 
For A Significant 64.8 Percent Reduction In Denver But Had No- Measurable 
Impact In Long Beach and St. Lquis 

A common -- but not scientifically sound -- approach to considering the im
pact of a treatment is to compare the before (i.e., pretreatment) values or 
statistics of each impact measure with its after (i.e., posttreatment) 
statistics. In Exhibit 2, we provide the burglary rate (i.e., number of 
burglaries per establishment per year) statistics in terms of "treated" .and 
"untreated" establil:lhments, which, as indicated earlier, were categorized from a 
risk-to-burglary perspective that was based on which survey recommendations had 
been complied with. In reviewing Exhibit 2, we note that although there are 
some impressive changes in burglary rate on a pretreatment-posttreatment basis, 
the changes are not statistically significant, as per a one-sided z-test of the 
difference between two sample means at a 0.05 level of significance. The reason 
for this apparent contradiction is, of course, the dispersed nature of the dis
tribution of the burglary rate (as re~ected in the relatively large standard 
deviation figures); in fact, if one were to compute the coefficient of variation 
(i.e., ratio of standard deviation to the -- average -- rate) for each set of 
rate and standard deviation entries in Exhibit 2, one would find quite large 
coefficient of variation values ranging between 2.37 and 4.13. 

Careful scrutiny of Exhibit 2 reveals two interesting trends: the treated 
establishments experienced a decrease in burglary (except in the case of St. 
Louis), while at the same time the untreated e~tablishments experienced an 
increase. Again, although encouraging, these trends are not credible since they 
are based on a non-experimental or weak pretreatment-posttreatment research 
design that cannot control for a number of environmental factors that might have 
changed from the pretreatment period to the posttreatment period. In par
ticular, it is important not only to consider the burglary statistics of the 
treated and untreated establishments separately, on a pretreatment-posttreatment 
basis, but also to compare both sets of statistics in a single statistical test, 
as is done in our split-area analysis. In this 'manner, any environmental 
changes -- except for the treatment (i.e., security surveys with compliance) __ 
affecting the treated establishments would be controlled for by considering 
their affect on the untreated establishments (which are located in the same 
areas as the treated establishments). 

Exhibit 3 contains the results of applying the split-area model developed in 
Appendix II to the burglary statistics in Exhibit 2. C'verall, the net impact of 
security surveys (with a high level of compliance) was determined to be an 11.9 
percent decrease in burglary rate. While not statistically significant, this 
result is still quite impressive and somewhat credible (in that it is based on a 
quasi-experimental split-area design that, although retrosp~ctively implemented, 
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Exhibit ~ 

Commercial Burglary Statistics: 

Pretreatment-Posttreatment Design Analysis 

Pretreatment Period Posttreatment Period 
(10/1/79 - 9/30/80) (4/1/81 - 3/31/82) Percent 

Change 
Number in 

of Burglary Standard Bu~glary Standard Burglary ~-
S . t' 1 City Establishments Rate Deviation Rate Deviation Rate tat18 1C 

...... -. 
Denver 

Treated 70 0.257 0.652 0.114 0.363 -55.6% -1.60 
Untreated 76 0.184 0.687 0.237 0.709 +28.8% 0.47 
Total 146 0.219 0.670 0.178 0.572 -18.7% -0.56 

Long Beach ." 
Treated 62 0.323 1.113 0.226 0.525 -30.0% -0.62 
Untreated 63 0.079 0.326 0.095 0.390 +20.3% +0.25 
Total 125 0.200 0.823 0.160 0.465 -20.0% -0.47 

St. Louj.§ 

Treated 62 0.210 0.792 0.290 0.687 +38.1% 0*60 
Untreated 97 0.247 0.693 0.278 0.800 +12.6% 0.29 
'Iotal 159 0.233 0.731 0.283 0.756 +21.5% 0.60 
.. .. _-- --"'-- .,nrl ___ 

-.-""._,~'t. _. __ 

All Cities 

Treated 194 0.263 0.863 0.206 0.538 -21.7% -0.78 
Untreated 236 0.182 0.616 0.216 0.684 +18.7% 0.57 
Total 430 0.219 0.738 0.212 0.622 - 3.2% -0.]5 

--, ...... _ ....... . ,. 

lAt a.0.05 level of significance. the z-statistic must be less than -1.64 for the change to be 
statistically significant. Using this criterion, none of the reductions iU1:ommercial burglary rates 
listed above is statistically significant • 
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Exhibit 3 
COmmercial Burglary Statistics: Split-Area Design Analysis 

21-Month 
12-Month Evaluation Periods Evaluation 

Periods in Statistic Denver Leng Beach St. Louis Total Denver 
i .. 0.219 0.200 0.233 0.219 0.163 

i' t 0.257 0.323 0.210 0.263 0.171 

i. 0.184 0.079 0.247 0.182 0.156 u 

Y' t 0.114 0.226 0.290 0.206 0.106 

Y. 0.237 0.095 0.278 0.216 0.218 u 

ct 0.173 0.124 0.381 0.157 0.322 

c 0.382 -<>.088 0.173 0.248 0.800 u 

-* Y' t 0.108 0.211 0.299 0.199 0.103 

-* 0.250 0.085 .. 0.276 0.225 0.224 
Y. u -
b -<>.142 0.126 0.023 -0.026 -0.121 

* 0.346 0.510 0.621 0.512 0.230 
S(Y

it
) 

S(Y~ ) 
loU 0.658 0.389 0.790 • 0.666 0.528 

T 70 62 62 194 70 
U 76 63 97 236 76 

S . . 1 -1.65 1.55 0.20 -<>.46 -1.82 
z- tatl.St1.C 

Net impact 
in Percent 

(X~. x 100%) -64.8% +63.0% +9.9% -11.9% -74.2% 

lAt a 0.05 level of significance, the z-statistic must be less than -1.64 
for the change to be statistically significant. Using this criterion, only 
the reductions in Denver's commercial burglary as listed above are 
statistically significant. 
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can control for any environmental changes). Of critical interest are the Denver 
results. On a l2-month basis, the net impact of the CSFT Program in Denver was 
a statistically significan~ 64.8 percent reduction in burglary rate, while on an 
extended 21-month basis, the corresponding figure was an even more significant 
74.2 percent reduction. [Inasmuch as Denver maintained its crime statistics on 
a readily accessible computer, we decided in the interest of research to obtain 
additional data from Denver; we were able to obtain an additional 9 months of 
posttreatment data, resulting in an extended posttreatment evaluation period of 
4/1/81 - 12/31/82, and, similarly, additional pretreatment data was obtained, 
resulting in an extended pretreatment evaluation-period of 1/1/79 _ 9/30/80.] 
In sum, these statistically signifi~ant and credible results constitute strong 
evidence of the effectiveness of commercial security surveys __ given that sur
vey recommendations are complied with -- as a ~trategy for reducing the 
incidence of commercial burglary. Further, because the 21-month results repre
sent an improvement over the 12-month results, there is some evidence that the effectiveness is lasting. 

Several other comments should be made regarding Exhibit 3. First, given 
Long Beach's quite favorable results when employing the pretreatment
posttreatment design (see Exhibit 2), it is Gurprising to see in Exhibit 3 that 
the net CSFT impact under the split-area design was a 63.0 percent in~reaser 
Actually, it should be noted that it was inappropriate to have applied the 
split-area design to the Long Beach burglary' statistics; the reason is that the 
corresponding pretreatment burglary rates of the two groups (i.e., treated and 
untreated) of establishments were very different, as indicated in Exhibit 2. 
This significant pifference, in turn, implied that the two groups of estab
lishments were not even closely c~parable or equivalent with respect to 
burglary, so that no statistical model -- including the split-area model __ 
could have corrected for ~he difference. In sum, the net impact statistic for 
Long Beacp in Exhibit 3 is ~ valid. Second, as might have been expected 
(given the resul.ts in Exhibit 2), the net impact of a 9.9 percent increase in 
burglary rate for St. Louis is not surprising; however, interestingly enough, 
this figure seems less dramatic than the comparable pretreatment-posttreatment 
figures in Exhibit 2. Third, despite integrating the invalid but large increase 
for Long Beach and the slight increase for St. Louis, the net overall impact for 
the three cities is still a significant -- though not statistically significant 
-- reduction in the burglary rate of 11.9 percent; this result highlights the 
fact that the split-area model is not a simple additive model but a sophisti
cated statistical model. Fourth, if Long Beach were to be excluded from the 
split-area analysis, then the overall findings in Exhibit 3 would be correspo
ndingly and significantly improved. 

In addition to the above cited statistical reasons for the different fin
dings in the three cities, there are other reasons. Most importantly, through 
our on-site monitoring and subsequent analysis of the survey recommendations, 
the Denver staff arrived at their survey recommendations in a more systematic 
manner than their counterparts in Long Beach and St. Louis. For example, before 
conducting a security survey of a business establishment, the Denver staff 
reviewed the reports of any prior burglaries at that establishment; on the other 
hand, prior burglary reports were not available in Long Beach at the time 
security surveys were conducted, and only partially available in St. Louis. 
Additionally, in-analyzing the survey recommendations, we noted that Denver had 
a wide range of recommendations, while Long Beach had similar recommendations 
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for. each establishment, and St. Louis tended only to make in~xpensive recommen
datlons that stood a better chance of being implement~. Consequently, the lack 
of a systematic approach in arriving at survey recommendations could cast doubt 
on whether ad~quate treatments had been implemented in Long Beach and.St. Louis. 
Another posslble reason for the poor findings in St. Louis is the observation 
that the surveyed establishments were located in areas which were so depressed 
tha~ they could not be "turned around"; indeed, the burglary rate in each of St. 
LOU1S' ,comm,arcial test areas increased significantlY during the period of 
evaluatl0n. 

In sum, in response to the question of whether security surveys are effec
tive aga~st ~ (:ommerc~al burglary ~ the ~nswer is ~; the use of security surveys 
can be effec~~ve agslUst commerclal crlmes, but only if the treatment is ade
quate, .-- that is, the survey recommendations are (i) systematically identified 
and (.11: complied with. Interestingly, this important finding suggests that the 
trad 1.t l~nal ~a~ne~ of conducting security surveys -- in which neither the 8YS
tematl~ ldentl~lcatl0n of. the survey recommendations nOl: their compliance is 
emphaslzed -- lS totally lnadequate. The importance of these two factors cannot 
be over-stated. As discussed later in this report, the former factor can be 
d~alt with simply by recognizing that each survey recommendation should be 
dlrected at decreasing an establishment's risk to a particular crime' that is 
it should decrease either the crime's likelihood (i.e., probability ~f it bein~ 
a~tempted), and/or vulnerability (~.e., probability of it being successful, 
g~ven an attempt), and/or cost (i.e., amount of loss, given a successful 
attempt). The latter factor likewise is critical, and by implication it can be 
stated that the m~llions of ~011ars spent annually in the conduct ~f security 
s~rveys are wasted lf the pro~rletors~ the establishments choose not to comply 
w:th the s~rvey recomme~atl0ns. Certainly, the positive and significant fin
dlngs of thlS CSFT evaluatlon effort should encourage proprietors to comply. 

Finally, although the split-area design was able to control for the environ
mental factors and the underlying model was able to correct for several 
statistical threats to "alidity, one threat or. problem that remains bothersome 
is the issue of crime disl)lacement. Since the treated and untreated estab
lishments in the split-area design are obviously physically close to each other 
there i~ n~turally a poten~ial f~r crime displacement •. Further, as Reppett~ 
[19761 lndlcates, geograph.lcal dlsplacement is only one possibility; there could 
also be temporal, tactical, target and functional displacements of crime. 
P7rhaps the only way to ascertain crime displacement is to undertake an ext en
Slve offender interview st'udy, which remains a costly and controversial method 
of research. Another issue which we would have liked to have addressed -- if 
the d.ata were available -- was the impact of the CSFT on attempted burglary. In 
part lcular, ~o what extellt were ~ecurity surveys -- and compliance with survey 
recommendatl0ns -- a factor ln the burglary being only an attempt? 
Un~ortuna~ely, such detailed data were not available; even a conscientiously
wrltt,en crlme report seldolll addresses why a burglary attempt was unsuccessful. 
A. thlrd issue of interest is which, if any, of an establishment's characteris
tlcs are correlated. wi7h it,S crime or victimization rate. Although we looked at 
se~eral characterlStlcs (e.g., type of business, years in business, etc.) for 
WhlCh we had some reasonably reliable data (from the Security Survey 
Instrument), we found only that the type of business seemed to correiate with 
its cr~me rate; as might be expected, food and drink establishments were 
burglarlzed most often, while professional businesses were victimized the least. 
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2. In Terms Of Fear Reduction. The Majority of Business Proprietors Felt Less 
Vulnerable to Burilary But Felt No Chanie In Regard to Personal Safety 

An obvious corollary to the question of crime reduction is whether there was 
a commensurate fear reduction. Being a highly subjective and emotional measure, 
fear is difficult to gauge. Nevertheless, if it were defined to be fear of 
being burglarized, then Exhibit 4(a) indicates a definite reduction in the level 
of such fear -- some 61.8 percent of the surveyed proprietors stated that they 
felt less vulnerable to burglary as a result of the CSFT Program. On the other 
hand, if it were defined to be fear of personal safety, then Exhibit 4(b) indi
cates no change in the level of such fear some 54.4 percent of the surveyed 
proprietors stated that they felt no change to their personal safety as a result 
of the CSFT Program. 

The above stated results are not surprlslng given the burglary-oriented 
focus of the CSFT Program. Certainly, we would have hoped that the Program 
would lower the proprietors' fear of being burglarized, while we would not have 
expected any effect on their fear of personal safety (inasmuch as burglary is a 
crime against property, not person). 

3. In Terms of Business/Police Relations. Enhanced Relations Facilitated Survey 
Conduct and Egcouraied Compliance With Survey Recommendations 

Lowering the proprietors' fear of being burglarized was just one aspect of 
improved relations between the business establishments and the police, as a 
result of the CSFT Program. In fact, as indicated in Exhibit 5, 88.5 percent of 
the prop'Xietors felt that the Program !"onstituted an effective means of respond
ing to the problem of commercial crimes against small business. Additionally, 
when asked whether the CSFT Program should continue and be funded locally, 77.1 
percent of the proprietors responded in the affirmative. 

The enhanced business/police relations was due, primarily, to the 
proprietor-surveyor relationships established as a result of the fQllow-up com
pliance checks, and, secondarily, to the area-specific crime prevention 
newsletters which were circulated periodically to the surveyed establishments. 
In Long Beach, these relations helped to establish a new business organization, 
which in time got involved in activities other than crime prevention. Again, as 
has been found in other studies, the long-term vitality of any organization 
depends on its involvement in a range of issues, even though it may have been 
initiated by a singular issue like crime prevention. 

What did the enhanced business/police relations do for the CSFT Program? It 
facilitated survey conduct and encouraged compliance with survey 
recommendations. Although it could possibly have done more (e.g., encouraged 
special police patrols), it was limited to these two aspects in order, as ex
plained earlier, not to confound the resultant evaluation findings. In regard 
to the first aspect, it should be noted that survey team members in police 
uniform were more credible and readily acceptable to. the business proprietors 
than were those in civilian clothes, especiallY on their first visit. Although 
this might suggest that the conduct of security surveys be solely a police 
function, it should be noted that a private security ,firm could also conduct 
security surveys, provided it receives the backing of the local business or
ganization (which in fact might formally recommend the firm to its members). 
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Exhipit 4 

BuQine@s Propdetou' Perceptiop 9i IxoBr@p1'@ Imo8ct on llunhrv end Penopa! Safety 

"Compare bow .:yulnersbJe to the following crimes you feel your businesa is !!.!ll! (since April 1981) as com
pared to befor~. the CSFT (before 1980). It 

~cent 
"Much LeS8 "Les8 "No "Hore Huc,h More "Don't' Ans~ 

City Vulnerable" Vulnerable" Chanse" Vulnerable" Vulnerable" Know" 
~~-.-- -- -> 

=._< .. 

Denver (N",U2) 33.0% 38.4 25.9 0.0 0.0 2.7 

Long Beach (N-14) 
:"" 

13.5% 26.0 50.7 0.0 0.0 13.1 . 
St. Lou is (N .. 55) 2l.8% 38.2 29.1 1.8 0.0 9.1 

Total (N-241) 24.5% 37.3 l' 30.3 I 0.4 . 0.0 7.5 
--~-..., 

(8) Impact on Burglary 

"Dow would you compare your personal safety !l2l! (since April 1981) with that he£ore the CSFT (before 
October 1980)1" 

City 

Denver (1#""108) 

Long Beach (N-78) 

St. Louis (N.-..51) 
_0"" .,.",., __ '''_~_'_. __ "--" 

Total (Na 237) 
__ ~._c __ ~. ______ 

(b) Impact on Personal 

.-----------~ ... -~ -~. -----~-~ --------------_ ... _-" .. -
"Increased "Increased 

Substantially" Somewhat" 

4.6% 11.6 

1.3% 14.1 

2.0% 11.8 
--~-*'-'" -"''''-- ... 

3.0% 15.2 
_ .. -..a~-", ..... ___ -'-.-_~_" 

Safety 

o 

"No 
Change" 

57.4 

47.4 

58.8 

54.4 

"Decreased 
Somewhat" 

4.6 

16.1 

7.8 

9.3 

"Decreased "Don't 
Substantially" Know" 

5.6 10.2 

i.3 19.2 

2.0 11.6 

3.4 14.8 

.. 

, , 

________________________________________ .. ____ ~h ____ ~> ____ ~~~,~c~~ .. ~ ____ ~ ______________________ ~b ____ .~ .. ~~ __ ~ ____________________________________ ~ ____________________ ~~ _____________ ". 
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Exhibit 5 

Busipegs Proprietors' Reaction to Program 

"Do you believe tIle CaFT Program to be an effective wa'1 to respond to criulOB against sUlall 
business?" 

Denver Long Beach St. Louis Total 
Percent Answering (N.-108) (N-68) (N-SO) (N-226) 

"Yesl! 91.1% 80.9% 92.0% 88.5X 

"No" 8.3 19.1 8.0 11.5 

(s) Re~ction to CSFT Concept 

"After federal funding runs out, should the CSFT be funded locally?" 

Denver Long Beach St. Louis Total 
Percent Answering (NclOS) (N-71) (N"47) (N-223) ._----

"Yea" .. 78.1% 76.1% 16.6% 77 .IX 

"No" 21.9 23.9 23.4 22.9 
-. 
(b) Reaction to CSFT Program Continuation 
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In regard to compliance with survey recommendations, several remarks should 
be made. First, as detailed in Exhibit 6, the business establishments complied 
much less with the r~commended physical changes than with the recommended proce
dural changes. As might be expected, recommendations involving physical 
improvements -- and, therefore, expenditures of money and labor -- received less 
attention than recommendations involving procedural changes that typically were 
cost free to implement. Overall, a significant 59.1 percent compliance rate was 
achieved by the CSFT Program. 

Second, while several different compliance strategies (i.e., low interest 
loans, hardware discounts, insurance discounts, etc.) were envisioned by each 
city in August 1980, in reality the five follow-up visits became the strategy of 
choice in all three cities; in fact, it would be safe to say that most of the 
others were never seriously explored. For example, the effectiveness of semi
nars on crime prevention techniques and procedures was limited by their low 
attendance. In order to determine the impact of follow-up visits on compliance, 
one test area in Denver received security surveys only, with no follow-up visits 
except for the final compliance check at the end of the test period. This test 
area achieved a 31.5 percent compliance rate -- almost precisely equal to the 
31.7 percent rate achieved in Multnomah County [Pearson, 1980], under very 
similar treatment conditions. Consequently, it can be stated that follow-up 
visits resulted in nearly a doubling (from 31.S to 59.1 percent) of the CSFT's 
measured compliance level. 

Third, as for the question ~f the general effect of prior victimization on 
compliance, Exhibit 7(a) indicates a d.efinite, though not pronounced, trend. 
The 372 unvictimized (by prior bur~ry) establishments evidenced a lower com
pliance rate than either the 33 establishments which had been burgla'r.ized once 
during the 12-month pretreatment period or the 12 establishments which had been 
burglarized twice during the same period. 

Fourth, as summarized in Exhibit 7(b), compliance is a reasonable proxy 
measure for risk redu~tion or degree of treatment; the treated establishments 
had a 77.3 percent compliance level, while the untreated establishments had a 
42.4 percent compliance. Exhibit 7(b) highlights another interesting point; it 
says -- according to the subjective assessment of the Program staff __ that a 
42.4 percent compliance level implies non-treatment. Given that the available 
information from other security survey programs -- including the Multnomah 
County program -- suggest that their compliance levels, however measured, are 
less than 40 percent, one can question whether those programs were actually "treated ". 

Fifth, in terms of generali~ing the CSFT Program findings, it was obvious 
that the costly compliance-enhancing activity of follow-up visits rendered the 
Program somewhat atypical. However, at issue was whether security surveys ~ 
compliance can result in a decrease in commercial crime, since we already knew 
from previous studies that security surveys with limited compliance did not seem 
to affect crime. Thus, if the CSFT Program could demonstrate the former result, 
then it could have been generalized that security surveys do constitute an ef
fective crime prevention approach, provided there is compliance with the survey 
recommendations. Indeed, this is exactly what the CSFT Program has been able to 
demonstrate, together with the observation that the survey recommendations must 
be arrived at in a systematic manner. 
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Exhibit 6 

Survey Compliance By Type of Recommendation 

Denver Long Deach St. Louia Overall 
Recommendation 

Category Percentage Percentage Percent.age Percentage of Changes Final of ChangeD Final of ChangeD Final of Changes Final in Category Compliance in Category Compliance in Category Complial)ce in Category Compliance 
eN - 1,808) (N .. 112, (N .. 1,59" eN • 4,111) 

Exterior 6.2' 51.9' 7.2\ 57.4\ 8.1\ n.n . 7.3\ 52.0\ 
Doors 21.2 39.2\ 27.9 40.6\ 28.1 43.2\ 21.7 40.9' 
Windows H.1 30.8\ 0.7 55.3' 15.2 42.0\ 13.6 38.n 
Skylights, Vents 3.2 20.'" 3.8 r ll.6\ 1.1 11. 71 2.5 22.6\ Float lIatches 

Alarms 4.1 43.61 9.4 58.1\ 6.7 61.2' 6.0 55.1\ 
Mlsce llaneou~ 0.7 62.1\ 0.6 50.4\ 0.8 40.1\ 0.7 51.0' 
Safes 1.5 59.8\ 0.4 33.6' 0.4 52.9' 0.8 55.1\ 
Interior Sight 2.3 83.9\ 5.9 79.3\ 1.0 n.1\ 2.4 01.1\ LinelJ 

Special Security 1l~6 49.41 23.5 67.11 4.4 54.3' 10.0 57.5' 
Inventory 3.0 93.6\ 0.3 100.0' 0.8 89.4\ 1.1 91.8\ Controls 

Access Control 1.9 60.2' 1.1 31.8\ 2.0 16.0' 1.8 64.2' 
Procedures 24.3 94.41 11.2 76.9' 30.1 90.3\ 24,,5 94.3\ 

• 
Total 100.01 56.5\ 100.0' 57.2' 100.0' 63.0' 100.0' 59.1\ 
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Exhibit 7 
Compliance by Prior Burglary and Burglary Treatment Status 

Number of Burglaries 
in Pretreatment Period 

o (N-372) 
1 (N-33) 
2 (N-12) 
3 (N-4) 
4 (N-3) 
5 (N-I) 
8 (N-i) 

Average 
Compliance 

(Percent) 

57.5% 
65.9% 
73.3% 
33.8% 
46.7% 
58.0% 
0.0% 

(a) Compliance by Prior Burglary 

Denver 

Treated 
Untreated 
Total 

Long Beach 

Treated 
Untreat£d 
Total 

St. Louis 

Treated 
Untreated 
Total 

All Cities 

Treated 
Untreated 
Total 

Number of . 
Establish

ments 

69_ 
...li 
145 

62 
.§1. 

125 

61 
II 

156 

192 
234 
426 

Final 
Compliance 

(Percent) 

73.6% 
38.5% 
55.2% 

85.9% 
30.5% 
58.0% 

72.8% 
53.31 
60.9% 

17 .3% 
42.4% 
59.1% 

(b) Compliance by Burglary Treatment Status 
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C. RECO~DATIONS 

Based on the findings highlighted in the previous section and the current 
state of knowledge regarding commercial crime prevention and security surveys, 
two recommendations are outlined herein. 

1. Deyelopment Of A Risk-Based Security Sur~ey Instrument Which Would Enhance 
The Systematic Development Of Survey Recommendations 

As noted earlier, our review of the security survey recommendations pointed 
to the fact that they were somewhat inconsistent; further, the.y seemed to lack a 
systematic basis. Although it is usually assumed that a se~urity surveyor first 
assesses the potential crime problem of an establishment before making recommen
dations, we observed at times that certain recommendations were made 
irrespective of what could have been the crime problem. Additionally, available 
security survey instruments do not provide a process by which purposeful and 
consistent recommendations can be developed; they simply list the possible 
recommendations that could be made. In sum, we strongly recommend the develop
ment of a security survey instrument which would enhance the systematic 
development of survey recommendations. Such an instrument must, we believe, 
recognize the explicit "risk" that an establishment faces with respect to a par
ticular crime of interest. We provide an initial version of such an instrument 
in Exhibit 8. It incorporates an explicit risk-to-burglary assessment step that 
is based on a simple ~- yet intuittvely satisfying -- risk model that we 
developed as part of a self-impoQ~d task to consider risk within the context of 
commercial crime prevention [Cahn and Tien, 19831. A preliminary version of 
such a risk model is contained in Appendix I. 

Our risk model recognizes that a crime (in this case, burglary) can be 
prevented or mitigated at three possible points during its commission. First, a 
burglary attempt may not even be made if, for example, the would-be burglar 
realizes that his or her chance for being detected and apprehended outweighs his 
or her potential gain from the burglary. Thus, good indoor/outdoor lighting or 
a guard dog might serve to deter a burglary attempt. Second, even if a burglary 
attempt is made, it is still possible to have, for example, chicken-wired win
dows and metal doors which might discourage the would-be burglar or at least 
slow his or her progress so that he or she would stand a greater chance of being 
detected and apprehended. Third, even if a burglary attempt is successful, it 
is yet possible to have the valuable items in a strong safe so that the loss 
would be minimal, apart from the damage-related cost. These three steps of a 
burglary commission can be measured by the following three variables, 
respectively: (i) L, the likelihood of a burglary attempt on an establishment; 
(ii) V, the YEJp~~ability of the establishment to the attempt; and (iii) C, the 
~ of the loss associated with a successful attempt. 

Four comments should be made about the model represented by equation (1.3) 
in Appendix I. First, although intuitively satisfying, the model represented by 
(1.3) is actually a simple vehsion of perhaps a more complex -- and, hopefully, 
more realistic -- model. For example, the model assumes that the vulnerability 
of an establishment to any burglary attempt is the same. However, it might be 
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Exhibit 8 

A Preliminary Risk-Based Security Survey Instrument for Commercial Burglaries 

File II 

• ,« 

BUSINESS NAME _________________ _ 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE 

1. VISIT 'LOG 
DA'l'E 

I DAY HO. ·YR.] 
[IJ I [IJ I [IJ 

'rIME 
I I I 

INSPECTOR 
ID' 
[IJ 

COMNENTS _________________ _ 

2. ClIECK MOST APPROPRIATE STA'fEMENT 

SURVEY COMPJ.,ETED 0 
SURVEY PARTIALLY COMPLE'fED 0 
UNABLE TO CONDUCT SURVEY 0 
EXPLAIN (IF NOT COMPLETED) 

/ 
3 • NAME OF RESPONDENT ___________ __ 

4. TITLE OF RESPONDENT _____________ _ 

5. NAME (S) 01'> nUSINESS OWNER (S) 

6. BUSINESS LICENSE' 

L . 

PAR'r I: BURGLARY HISTORY AT TillS ADDRESS 

A. NUMBER OF RECORDED BURGLARIES AT THIS 
ADDRESS .LN TUB PAS'l' FJVEYEARS 

B. 

1. 

I I I I 
RECORDED BURGLARIES 

COPIES OF ALL ASSOCIATED INCIDEN'1' REl'OR1'S 
FOR TilE PAST FIVE YE.'AliS SJJOULD DE IN ~l'I/E 
FOWER AND SUMMARIZED DEW" 

a. {::OM~·LAIN\r • 

b. DATE 

I I I I I I I 
[IJ/Q]/CD 

c. VALUE elF LOSS $\ I I I I I I I 
d. COHMENTS (M.O., SUSPECTS, EMPLOYEES 

PRESEN'l' ••• ) 

2. fl. COMPLAINT ft \ \ \ \ \ I I 

.ITJ/CD/CD b. DATE 

c. VALUE OF LOSS $\ I I I \ \ I I 
d. COMMENTS (M.O., SUSPEc'rs, EMPLOYlmS 

PRESENT ••• ) 

.. 
• 

N 
o 

, 
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Exhibit 8 

(page 2 of 8) 

File II 

PAR'l' I (CON'l'INUED) 

3. a. COMPLAINT * I I 1 1 1 \ I 

4. 

5. 

b. DATE CD/m/m 
c. VAI.UE OF LOSS $\ I \ 1,\ I 1 1 
d. COt1t1ENTS (t1.0., SUSPECTS, EHPLOYEES 

PRESENT ••• ) 

il. COMPLAINT » 1 1 I I I 1 I 

b. DATE CO/CO/CO 

c. VALUE OF LOSS HI I I, I I I I 

d. COHHENTS (t1.0. , SUSPECTS, EI-1PLOYEES 

PRESENT . .. ) 

a. COMPLAINT • 1 1 1 1 1 I ] 

b. DA'fE ITJ/m/ITJ 
c. VAI.UE OF LOSS $[ I 1 \, \ I I J 

d. COMI-1ENTS (1-1.0. , SUSPECTS, EMPLOYEES 

PRESENT ... ) 

II 

,. 

PART I (CONTINUED) 

6. a. COMPLAINT' 

b. DATE 

\ \ I I I 1 I 
CD/m/m 

7 • 

B • 

c. VALUE OF LOSS $1 1 1 I, \ I' 1 I 
d. COt1t1ENTS (t1.0., SUSPECTS, EMPLOYEES 

PRESENT ••• ) 

a. COMPLAINT » I I I I I I I 

b. DATE CO/CD/CD 

c. VALUE OF LOSS $1 1 1 J, I 1 1 ] 

d. COHHENTS (H.O. , SUSPECTS, EHPLO'lEES 

PRESENT ... ) 

a. COMPLAINT * [I i i I I 1 

b. DATE co/m/co 
c. VALUE OF LOSS $\ I 1 \,\ I I I 

d. COMMENTS (t1.0. , SUSPECTS,'EI-1PLOYEBS 
PRESENT ... ) 

• \ 
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Exhibit 8 ---
(page 3 of 8) 

File II 

PART II: BUSINESS INPORMATION 

A. BUSINESS OPERATION 

1. TYPE OF BUSINESS (t1AJOR PRODUCT) 

2. IS BUILDING OWNED BY BUSINESS? 

a. YES [] NO 0 IF NO, ANSWER TilE 
FOLLOI'lING: 

b. NAME OF BUILDING OImER/AGENT ___ _ 

3. /lAVE Til ESE PREHISBS IIAD A PREVIOUS SECUltI'l'Y 
SURVEY? 

a. 

b. 

YES 0 NO [] IF YES, ANSWl!:R 'l'IIE 
FOLLOWING: 

DATE 01:' MOST RECEN'r SURVEY CO / m 
c. 1'1110 CONDUCTED TilE SURVEY? 

POLICE [] 

OTIIER (SPECIFY) [] 

d. LIST RECOHMENDATIONS IHPLEMENTED 

.. 

PART II (CONTINUED) 

B. PlIYSICAL CIIARACTERISTICS 

1. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION: 

BRICK 0 
CINDERBLOCI< [] 

O'l'IIER 0 

SIIEET METAL 0 
FRAME 0 

2. ACCESS: 

3. 

a. NUMBER OF EXTERIOR DOORS [J[] 

b. NUI-IBER OF WINDm~S rn 
c. NUt-lBER OF SKYLIGIITS IT! 

DOES TillS ES'rABLISIIMENT IIAVE AN INSTRUSION 
ALARM? 

a. YES [] IF YE6, ANSl'IER Till!: 
FOLLOWING: 

NO [] 

b. llAKE AND NODEL • 

c. IS TIIERE ZONE PRO'l'EC'rION? YES 0 NO 0 
IF YES, IIml MANY ZONES? [J[] 

d. SIGNAL 'l'YPE: LOCAL (AUDIBLE) 0 
CENTRAL STATION [J 

POLICt: STA'rION [] 

" 
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Exhibit 8 

(page 4 'Of 8) 

l~ile /I 

PAWl' II (CON'rINUED) 

c. IS AI,AHM REGULARLY TES'l'ED? 

YES D NO D IF YES, IIOW OFTEN 
PER YEAR? rn 

f.. HOW IS TilE ALAfU.1 ACTIVATED? __ _ 

4. TOTAL NUMBER OF FALSE ALARMS 
lli LAST 12 MON'l'lIS CD 

go ASSESSMENT OF FINANCIAL EXPOSURE 

1. BSTIMATED ASSETS 

ll • 

b. 

C. 

CASII ON llANO $ rn, I I 

INVENTOHY $ o::IJ , I : I 
EQUIl)MENT $CCO ,1 I 

I ] 

I I 
[] 

f 

2. DOES TillS BUSINESS HAVE CRIME INSURANCE? 

YES 0 NO D 

. 1 b • to ) 

tv 
W 

I 
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Exhibit 8 

(page 6 of 8) 

File 1/ 

PAR'!' IV: SURVEY RECOHMENDATIONS/COMPLIANCE FORt!§. 

A. SURVEY RECOMMENDATIONS 

N.comlnc.- Surur I Number £ttl.,"t.d l'rlorll, CommtnhJ 
d.I'-'" It.m .r' IIcl<rlpU ••• r R ... mm.ftd.d Chllllta c.st (lilah, "'ulbl. R ... u ..... 

Nl'llIbCr N •• ,b<t* Chan,n (Optlonl', M.dlum ...... ' 

I . 
2 

) 

4 

~ 

6 

1 
Vi 

• 
9 

10 

1< 

Survey Item Numbers refer to the specific survey recommendations which appear 
on the attached Survey Reco~nendations Checklist. 
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Exhibit 8 

(page 7 of 8) 

File II 

pJ\nT IV (CONTINUED) 

B. COMPLIANCE VISIT LOG 

COMI'LIANCE VISIT LOG 

IIATE In'l'"lor Villi II., M •• Vr. IDol' 

'. 
rn CO CO CO 
IT! CO OJ CO 

J rn CO OJ rn 
IT! CO OJ CO 
CO CO CD CO 

C. COMPLIANCE RECORD 

r/V~, ... b, Villi 
ft«"IUIltC~ Su,,,,, N.tnbrr cr .. r.II, r.r.rll.I, 

"allun lItfl' ot ", .. ,Iplion .r R ... m .... d.d Chl", .. N"N."t¥ Commtnt. Numbu N.mbrr CIo.nlrt 
I J ) 4 5 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

I 

9 

10 

" 
(\ 

\ 
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Exhibit 8 

(page 8 of 8) 

SURVEY RECOMMENDATIONS CIIECKLIST 

,« ) 

A. [)l1t;1U01l OOOIlS (10 1.UIlT \IU!.NEIWIILITY, 

1. 0 !Ul'J\IIVIIIl'IID: IXlOiI 

2. 0 1U'l'1ID:/PIcn:cr GlJ\2ING 

3. 0 ~I'AlR JIII'Il(SlIflWI:(S' 

~. 0 Ju:I'Jm:/IIISTAI.l. SllUK& 

5. 0 IOOIF'l 1I1lG:S 

6. 0 IIISfIII.L OCAOooLT 

1. 0 IlErAI/IIIUl'IID: l.cat 

e. 0 PIOnx."I' ooLT 

9. 0 11l5"TAl.L PAIlI.cat/IIIISP 

10. 0 lIlSTAl.L TIlJICI( FlIlER 

11. 0 UfIUU: OINU.IE IWI 

12. 0 IllSTAI.L nusll 001.15 

n. 0 SOCUtC WlTlI IWI AND I.IXlt 

H. 0 SOOJIU! PElIW£NI1.Y 

15. 0 anlEll (SPIX:IFYI 

8. WINJalSj10LIHlT vtnnmAnlLlTY, 

16. 0 IUl'AIR/RErJ.>.CE IWOWlE 

17 • 0 lNSl7d.L I.IXltS 

18. 0 1lEPJm: GlJ\2lllG 

19. 0 Jlt."I'AI.L IIUIlGIJII\Y-llESISrmr GlJISS 

20. 0 SIX..1Jre P£llMIIIlrnI'LY 

21. 0 PIN 

22. 0 PIOIlX:1' WIT1I lWIS. SClletllS, m GUUS 

23. 0 UIlIEII ISI'IX:IF'lI • ____ " .• ,, __ 

tJ 

C, WIIlJ.S ITO LOOT \lU!IUU\JlIUTYI 

24. 0 IUJ'AIR/U"'IOIIE £X'JUum HAILS 

25. 0 lUl'AIIl/Il1I'IOIIE lIm:rUOil WIIlJ.S 

26. 0 onlEll ISPIX:IF'lI ______ _ 

D. 0111E11 EX'1'llIl0il 
YIDrs 1m\' 11<\ 
IJ:.VEL, I:IC. 110 

21. 0 I'OOIECT Wlnl 1lAI1S, scru:DIS, OR G\W.LS 

28. 0 CXlIIER WI'IlI STEEL 

29. 0 lHrlVJE 111'CAClItlfi' 'ro J()OF/HAl.L 

30. 0 PIIJITIDt I.IXlt 

31. 0 SECUlf; Ol1rni/SUMCE OPflllNGS 

32. 0 SECUlf; UfILITY 'IlNlELS 

33. 0 onIER ISPlX:lFY, ______ _ 

!'!. MlSCElJNIIXlUS 110 LIMIT VUUI£IliIBILITlI' 

34. 0 lWIrNl CUlSIIlG PR.X:EDUIl&S 

35. 0 ESTAllLlSII/nl'lO/E Kt."'t 00fl'OOl. 

36. 0 011IER ISPlX:lFY, ______ _ 

F. ACCESS TO V/\UJ\I)IB ITEMS 110 LIMIT 
wsr OF lOSSl 

37. 0 
39. 0 
39. 0 
40. 0 
n·o 
42. 0 
O. 0 

OINQ: SlIFE lOCATIW 

NQ OR/sECUlf; SlIFE I\GI\lIIST RDtlIIII1. 

OINQ: SlIFE <XHIlIIIITICJl RrolINU.Y 

1I1'10IIE o.sll biOllllGE SfXlIUTY 

SfIlHP OIlX:KS "roll OI::roSrr WLY· 

OIllllCE NIl REl<f;Y LOO<S 

RlMJI/E V/IJ..tt.\JlL& K:lICUIIIVIS& f11Cli 
S'IOitC ~ liT CIosmG 

+ o 

/' 

C. IUIXCflOll Cf' I1Ul Dt~IItAbIU1Y 
110 LOOT rust OF LOSS, 

46. 0 TAC Nil IWlK nJUIl'I-ltl<f 

41. 0 ust: £Ux:'I101IC 'fllOOlIIG Mc:111:X>S 

48. 0 onlEll 1b1'~lFY' _____ _ 

II. IIIlllCi'ICJl IN 8U1GM'S ~'IHe 00 Pltu-II.S£S 
on IlQtt:I\SU) awn: or 1IPI'IlrJIllSICJl 
l'i'if"WUT OJST OF lOSSl 

49. 0 DISPlAY NXlIlESS 1ll<CUD1IIC /blJIR1 

50. 0 INrnU!lICJl AIJIIIH. 

•. 0 lllSTAl.L AIlO on 
c Do~ 

b. 0 1lEP1IlR' St:ll00R IS' 
51. 0 Dr.VE1.OP l\U\Ri Tt:S\'IIlG poca:ouR'~ 

52. 0 TIlA1II iM>IDYEES DI JILf.!IH ust: 

53. 0 OilTAlIIIIlJIRi b'YS'IU1 SP~lfICA1'lalS 

54. 0 TIlA1II EMPIDYU:S IN ~ Pllt:SrJ!VIU'ICJl 

55. 0 onD ISP&ClFY1 ______ _ 

I. LlGln'IIlG ITO LIHrr LlIQ;;UJOOO OF IITtJ:lolPl1 

56. 0 1I1P1O/E EXTr.RJOR I.tGUfIm 

57. 0 I'IOm:T EX'IUUOO LlGilrIllG 

58. 0 l'OCllS lXI'EnIon LlGlrIllG 00 rulltY 1'01Nr:l 

59. 0 PIIJVIre/lII'lO/E INTEIUOR LlGllrlNG 

60. 0 LIGn' SIIff! 

61. 0 OilIER ISPlX:lf'Y1 ______ _ 

!h_~~ 1'1IlMI~ ('1'0 !.DIIT LlKEl..illffit!!: 
~I'!:!l-!!I 

62. 0 IIlSfAlJJIl.tl'AlR FIlICOO 

63. 0 TIIIli SIIIlWS/mu:s 

6.. 0 RDP/& DElVUs 

65. 0 WilT 1000/1ifXXltll-bTOllY ~ 

66. 0 Orlk:ll 1Sl"l:IF'l' 

, 

.. 

'0 

• 
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more realistic to assume that there is a "learning process" so that the estab
lishment becomes less vulnerable with each attempted burglary; in such a case, V 
would be a function of n, the number of burglary attempts per year. Similarly, 
C could also be a function of n. Another level of complexity might be the 
potential intlJraction between the variables L, V and C. 

Second, irrespective of how simple or unreal the model represented by (1.3) 
might be, it still does provide at least an initial framework within which sys
tematic survey recommendations could be developed. Thus, as suggested by the 
security survey instrument in Exhibit 8, a security surveyor would first assess 
the likelihood, vulnerability and cost components of risk from a risk-to
burglary perspective, and then make appropriate recommendations. Exhibit 9, 
which contains a completed version of page 5 of 8 in Exhioit 8, provides an ex
ample of a burglary risk assessment as applied to an actual hardware store that 
had been surveyed during the conduct of the CSFT. The discussion which follows 
is organized according to the three sections in Exhibit 9 -- vulnerability, cost 
and likelihood, respectively -- and is intended to explain the rationale behind 
the example ratings as well as the concepts which underlie the design of the 
form. 

o Vulnerability to a Burilary Attempt 

As the reader can obser,.,e, the majority of the risk assessment form is 
devoted to a premise's vulnerability to burglary; this is consistent with 
the focus of a security survey-based burglary reduction program -- thus, 
doors, windows, walls, and other access points are emphasized, as they 
are designed to prevent a would-~e burglar from breaking into the estab
lishment. Crime prevention experience has demonstrated that improvements 
in such physical structures can be expected to have a greater impact on 
reducing the risk to burglary than improvements aimed at reducing the 
likelihood that a burglary is attempted in the first place or at reducing 
the cost of a successful burglary attempt. In the former instance, so 
much of the likelihood factor is determined by the prevailing crime rates 
that it cannot be immediately impacted by improvements to a particular 
establishment. In the latter instance, once a burglar has gained access 
to an establishment, cost reduction-based improvements or measures can 
have, at best, a limited. impact on the losses sustained due to the 
removal of valuables or the associated damages to the premise itself. 

In examining the ratings applied to the five exterior doors, we ob~erve 
that the composition of the doors ranges from the highly vulnerable glass 
front doors (assigned a "5" rating) to the secure metal back door 
(assigned a "1" rating). In between these extremes, we find a solid wood 
door (with a "2" rating) that adjoins the neighboring estab lishment, as 
well as a second solid wood door that opens into the side parking area -
this door would have received a "2" rating but was instead downgraded to 
a "4" by virtue of the high vulnerability presented by the glass window 
within the door itself. The size of the window in the door and thickness 
of the glass are two key factors which influence a door's rating (i.e., 
whether 1 or 2 points are deducted). 

We further observe that the secured interior hinge units were all judged 
to be very solid and therefore assigned a "III rat ing for very low 
vulnerability. Similarly, the door locks were all deadbolts with a 
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Exhibit 9 

Sample Burglary Risk Assessment of A Commercial Establishment 
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greater than one inch throw~ these were also assigned "l~s". While the 
door frames were all metal, they were rated both "1" and "2" because the 
materials varied in quality. The overall condition of the doors was 
judged to be sound and there were no auxiliary locking devices such as 
bars or grates. 

Turning to the three window units, we note that, analoguus to the doors, 
the fixed or operable nature of the units, window materials, hardware and 
frame are the principal factors which determine the vulnerability 
ratings. In addition, overall condition and auxiliary window protection 
such as grates or wire are also considered. Concomitantly, the ext~rior 
walls (and, if applicable, interior dividers which separate commercial 
premises) are assigned vulnerability ratings according to their 
construction. In the hardware atore example in Exhibit 9, all the walls 
were accorded a "1" rating for their cinderblock construction. 

Somewhat more subjective vulnerability ratings were assigned to the 
hardware store's other exterior access points (including two skylights, 
one roof hatch, a single vent, and a basement or sublevel). Although 
there were no reliable and relevant security standards to apply to rating 
the doors, windows and walls, an effort was made to "anchor" the rat ing 
scales whenever possible by linking a specific rating (or range) to a 
type of material or construction. However, given the limited resources 
available to the CSFT effort for designing the risk assessment instru
ment, no analogous anchored scales were devised for this particular 
category of "other exterior access points". 

Finally, ratings were assigned for the way in which the establishment's 
management went about controlling distribution of and access to premise 
keys, along with procedures associated with closing the establishment at 
the end of th~ b",siness day. Factors such as retrieving keys from ter
minated employees, stamping keys "do not duplicate" and searching premise 
restrooms before closing are considered in chese ratings. 

o Cost of the Loss Associated with a Successf.ul Burilary AttemPt 

The first category of cost-related issues concerns access to valuable 
items. For example, although the hardware store possessed a safe for 
storing receipts and other cash, it was visible and of mediocre 
construction. Other accessibility issues include security of cases in 
which merchandise are displayed and stored, access to interior closets or 
areas in which inventory is stored, quantity and value of merchandise 
displayed after hours in store windows, and policies and practices as
sociated with changing and rekeying of interior locks. 

The second category of cost-related issues is directed at rendering the 
store products and business equipment less desirable to a burglar; it in
volves the tagging and marking of those items. Engraved serialization, 
for example, would perhaps deter a burglar from stealing an office 
typewriter due to the effort involved in removi~'lg it or the fact that any 
tampering with the number might "flag" the item as stolen. 

Finally, the prominent display of a premise's address and intrusion 
alarms are categorized as cost-related security issues since they 
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principally affect the amount of time a burglar might have on the 
l)remises as well as the chan.ce of apprehend ing the burglar. In the case 
'of an address display, the precision with which the report of a burglary 
in progress can identify the address is directly related to the speed of 
police response. Additionally, intrusion alarms are considered as 
predominantly a cost-related protection, inasmuch as they cannot prevent 
a burglar's access (thereby reducing vulnerability) and, according to 
crime prevention experts, rarely deter a burglar from attempting a break
in. Thus, the sounding of, say, an audible alarm might cause the burglar 
to flee the premise sooner and therefore remove fewer valuables, while at 
the same time increase the chance of apprehending the burglar. In the 
hardware store example, no exterior address display was present, while 
the intrusion alarm was found to be inoperativet Thus, both items 
received the highest vulnerability rating. 

Likelihood of a Burilary Attempt 

Because the lighting outside the hardware store was so poor, it was the 
surveyor's opinion that it was unlikely to deter a prospective burglar 
from breaking in. On the other hand, the high barbed wire fencing sur
rounding a locked parking area and the structure of the building roof 
were judged to be a burglary deterrent, thereby reducing the probability 
that a break-in might even be attempted. [Actually, it should be noted 
that a burglary is not committed until an attempt is made to enter the 
building itself simply entering the grounds is considered 
trespassing.] 

The third comment concerning the risk model is that while the risk model 
represented by (I.3) may be mathematically simple and straightforward, applying 
the model -- as illustrated in Exhibit 9 -- was ind~ed a difficult task; it 
raised some very basic issues. For example, it became obvious that although 
likelihood and vulnerability are probabilistic concepts (and therefore, by c?n
vention, measured on a continuous scale between 0 and 1), the secur1ty 
sut'veyors, especially the police officers, were more practiced in making judge'''' 
ments on a discrete scale between 1 and 5. While a change in scale range 
presented no problem, the discreteness of the measures did mean a loss of 
detail. A 1 to 5 scale was also employed for the cost measure. As another ex
ample, we had to limit the likelihood assessment to that of a single burglary 
attempt, inasmuch as the assessment of a distribution of probabilities would 
have been overwhelming, especially given the preliminary nature of our 
investigation. Nevertheless, we worked closely with the CSFT staff in im
plementing that part of the survey instrument pertaining to (I.3) <i.e., page 5 
of 8 in Exhibit 8). After a period of lively discussion in which the concepts 
of likelihood, vulnerability, cost and risk were introduced and review~d with~n 
the context of their own experience, the CSFT staff were almost unan1mous 1n 
their feeling that an explicit risk assessment should have been carried out as 
part of their initial survey conduct, although they would have undoubtedly ?een 
less than enthusiastic about the additional work that would have been requlred. 
Comments such as "although I usually go through a risk assessment in my head, 
this ins trument would have helped," "I never paid much attention to, likelihood 
and cost t but I CllU see that they are important," aud "although not perfec t, we 
should have used this instrument instead of the other [security survey 
instrument] ,If are encouraging, since they suggest that security surveyors are 
not averse to using a systematic approach for developing survC!y recommendations. 
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FOllowing a quick review of an establishment's file folder, the grantee staff 
were able to comrlete the pretreatment and posttreatment risk assp.ssments in a 
few minutes. While they disagreed with a few of the vulnerability-related 
guidelines on the instrument, the staff were able to complete the instrument 
with no difficulty. 

Fourth, during our dhcussions with the CSFT staff, we also raised the issue 
of how we might analyze tbe risk assessment data so that we could obtain overall 
measures for L, V, C and R for each establishment. In rev'iewing Exhibit 9 J it 
is obvious that there a~e several ways -- especially in 'the case of vul
nerability -- of aggreg~Lting the detailed assessment ratings into overall 
measures. One suggestion was to take the arithmetic average of all the entries, 
which, by implication, WQ'uld have meant equally weighting all the entries. [In 
the case of the assessment detailed in Exhibit 9, this would have resulted in 
average vulnerability, cost and likelihood measures of 2.3, 3.4, and 2.3, 
respectively -- suggesting low to moderate levels of vulnerability and 
likelihood, coupled with ~l moderate to high expected cost.] Another suggestion 
was to arithmetically weigbt the detailed entries within a category (i. e., ex
terior doors, windows, wallls and other exterior access points) and then to apply 
different weights to the c.s~tegories before aggregating the measures; however, 
there was no general agreement as to what those weights should be. A third 
vulnerability-related suggEllstion wes based on a "weakest link" approach, whereby 
the largest of all the v'llnerability ratings within each category and between 
categories should be retained as it would reflect the weakest link. Although it 
made good sense, this approach would have effectively resulted in nearly all the 
establishments having the highest (l.e., a 5) vulnerability rating, since there 
is usually at least one weak link i~ a~establishment. [Indeed, such would have 
been the result in the case of the sample assessment in Exhibit 9.] Many other 
suggestions and thought-p,rovoking ideas were brought up in these discussions. 
In the end, given the preli1ninary nature of our analysis, we decided to employ 
the simple arithmetic ave'raging scheme and we correlated the risk assessment 
results with the actual burglary statistics. As detailed in the Final Report 
[Cahn and Tien, 1983], a relatively poor correlation was obtained, due to 
several possible reasons:(i) the risk model, as applied (including the assess
ment of the likelihood of only one burglary attempt), was inadequate; (ii) the 
simple arithmetic averaging procedure used to aggregate the risk assessments was 
inadequate; or (iii) the risk model itself was inadequate. We suspect all three 
reasons and recommend that this preliminary risk model be further developed, 
evaluated, and incorporated into an appropriate security survey instrument, 
together with a "how to" manual. 

2. Conduct Of Additional Eyaluatiops of Security Surv~ rro2rams And 
Development Of A Training Manual On The Conduct Of Security SUryey; 

A parallel and, indeed, complementary recommendation to the above recommen
dation of developing a risk-based security survey instrument, is to conduct 
additional evaluations of security survey programs in which such an instrument 
is employed and then to develop a training manual on the conduct of security 
surveys. 

In regard to the conduct of additional evaluations, we would suggest using 
the split-area design in a prospective manner; that is, the "treated" business 
establishments are randomly selected in each test area prior to program 
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imple~entation •. The treated establishments might be subje~ted to a risk-based 
s~curLty surv~y wLth ~ heavy emphasis on compliance, while the untreated estab
hs~m7nts mLght e,Lthe~ receive no security surveys or be subjected to a 
tradLtL~nal survey (Ln WhlCh neither the systematic development of survey recom
mendatlons.nor the compliance with survey recommendations are emphasized). O~r 
r~commendatlon that several evaluations be undertaken is based on the reco ni
tlon,that each evaluatio~ yields but one data point; a number of data pointsg are 
requLred before a sound Judgement can be made. In this vein we would ale 
recomm~nd that additiona~ data be collected from the three CSFT Pr~gram citie~ 
to see 1f the ,longer term Lmpacts sustain our earlier findings' again this 
wtoudldd °2el an lmportant.exercise, given the positive Denver fitldin~s for the ex-

en e -month evaluatlon period. 

In regard ,to developing a training manual, we would suggest that it be writ~ 
ten b~ a polLce training specialist for use by police officers and other 
secur,lty person~el. The manual should include a ready-to-use, risk-based 
securLty su~vey Lnstrument, and it should clearly indicate how to use the in
strument Ln the conduct of a security survey~ The links between risk 
assess~ents an~ survey recommendations should be clearly id~ntified and 
emphaslzed. Flnally, the manual should be disseminated to all police depart
ments and private organizati.ons which are engaged in the conduc t of secur ity 
~uxv;ys; further, it sh~uld ser~e as a text in law enforcement curriculums, in~ 
cludlng.those at the NatLonal CrLme Prevention Institute and the Tex s C . 
Prevent Lon Institute. a rLme 
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APPENDIX I 

A Preliminary Model for Assessing A Commercial 
Establishment's Risk-to-Burglary 

To begin, the following three variables are defined: 

36 

(i) Likelihood [L(n)]: probability that n burglary attempts will be made 
in, say, a one year period. 

(ii) Vulnerability [V]: probability that, given a burglary attempt, the 
attempt will be successful. 

(iii) Co~ [C]: average cost or loss, given that a burglary attempt is 
successful. 

Mathematically, it can be shown that the expected number of attempted burglaries 
per year is equal to: 

00 

E [Attempted Burglaries] .. ~O nL(n) (1.1) 
Similarly, the expected number of successfulIlj;urglary attempts per year is equal 
to: 

00 

E [Successful Burglaries] .. n£O nL(n)V 0.2) 

The risk-to-burglary -- R -- can then be defined as the expected cost or loss 
due to all successful burglaries per year; that is, it can be shown to be equal 
to: 

00 

R = E [Burglary-Related Cost] = r nt(n)VC 
n-O (1.3) 

In sum, a crime prevention effort would attempt to minimize the risk to burglary 
by implementing strategies which would decrease either L, or V, or C, or any 
combination of the three; for example, an intrusion alarm might impact all three 
risk components. 

It should be recognized that (I.3) is for a single establishment. 
Obviously, in a group of, say, J establishments, each individual establishment, 
j, is unique and would therefore possess unique L(n,j), V(j) and C(j) values, as 
well as a unique risk measure equal to: 

(1.4) 

For a group of establishments, we could also define average (i.e., expected or 
mean) values for the risk-related parameters, namely: 

J 
L(n) = .rl L(n,j)/J, (1.5) 

J= 

J 
V ... r 

j-l V(j)/J, (1.6) 

J 
C .. .E 1 C(j)/ J, and 

J- (1. 7) 

J 
00 

nt(n,j) V(j) C(j)/J R ... .r 1 r 
J- n-O ( I.S) 
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APPENDIX II 

A Statistical Model for the Split-Area Design 

To begin, the model assumptions are: 

1. A single selection measure X (i.e., pretreatment crime rate) 
2. A single impact measure Y (i.e., posttreatment crime rate) 

3. Two groups: j .. t (treated), u (untreated) 

4. A treatment Z. , where Z ... U' j .. u 
J J 1, j - t 

5. A disturbance or error term e, which is uncorrelated with other measures 

and possesses an expected value of zero. 

6. A linear causal relationship between Y .. and X .. j that is, 
lJ lJ 

Y.. .. a + bZ. + C • (X.. - X •• ) + e.. . (I I .1 ) 
lJ J J l.J lJ 

where 

Yij • value of impact measure for test unit i in group j 

Xij .. value of selection measure for t~st unit i in group j 

e ij III value of error"associated with test unit i in group j 

Zj .. value (i.e., presence) of treatment in group j 

X •• " X •• averaged over both i and j (Le., the "grand mean") lJ 

In the above expression, it should be noted that (i) b reflects the (net) impact 

of the treatment or intervention; (ii) c ... 0 reflects the presence of a selec
J 

tion regression artifact interaction threat to validity, and (iii) c .. c 
u t 

reflects the presence of a selection-intervention intera~~ion threat to 

validity. 

In deriving the impact b, let us first find 

¥ ... E[Y .• !j-uJ • a + bE[Z J + c (X. -X •• ) + Ere. ) 
u lJ U U U loU 

- a + c (X. -X •• ) 
u u (II.2) 

Similarly, 



I 

Y· t - E[Yij Ij=t] - a + bE[Zt] + ct (X.t-X •• ) + E[ei~] 

= a + b + c t (X.t-X .. ) 

Subtracting (11.2) from (11.3) and solving for b, we have: 

-* -* b = Y.t-Y. u 
where 

and 

-* Y. '"' Y. -c (X. -X •• ) u u u u 
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. (II.3) 

(II.4) 

(II.S) 

(II.6) 

The above expressions can perhaps be best understood by a graphical presen-

tation, as contained in Exhibit 10. The b displayed in the exhibit is actually 

the ilIlpact of the intervention on a test unit with X •• as its selection measure. 

In general, for a test unit wit.h a different selection measure -- say X -- we 
a 

1;tave 

I -* I -* I bX -y.tX-Y. X 
a a u a 

where 

and 

Y~ Ix ... Y. -c (X. -x ) u a u u u a 

(II.]) 

(II.S) 

(II.9) 

rt can also be seen from Exhibit 10 that if ct'"'cu ' then blxa - blx .. ~ bj that 

is, tne impact of the intervention or treatment is the same for all test units, 

even if they possess different selection measur'e values. Further, if X .... X •• 
t u 

X •• (i.e., the two groups are equivalent), then, as expected, b is simply equal 

to (Y.t-Y'u). 

Finally, in order to determine if the impact b is statistically significant, 

we must conduct a t-test of the difference between two sample means with the 

-* -* null hypothesis being lib ... Y.t-Y'u .. 0" and, if it is desirable for the impact 

to be negativ~ (i.e., a decrease in crime rate), the alternative hypothesis 

-* -* being lib'" Y· t - Y'u<o.rr More specifically, assuming T total treated units, U 
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Exhibit 20 

Split-Area Research Design: Impact of Intervention 
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-* -* total untreated units, and a pooled sample standard deviation of S(Y.t-Y. ), the 
1. 1U 

t-statistic is equal to 

t-statistic .. (Y~t-Y~u)/S(Y!t - Y!u)(l/T + 1/U)1/2 (II.lO) 

with (T + U - 2) degrees of freedom. The pooled sample standard deviation is 

equal to 

1/2 
(II.ll) 

where 

(II.12) 

and 

S2(y~ ).. ~ (y* _ y~ )2/(U_l) 
1U i-I iu u (II.13) 

and, from (11.5) and (11.6), 

* Y .... Y •• - c.(X .. -X •• } for j .. t, U 
1J 1.J J 1.J 

(n.14) 

[It should, of course, b~ noted that in the above computations, the Y .. and the 
1.J 

X .. variables are measurelll, while all other variables are derived.] Now, assum-
1.J • 

ing a Type I error or lev:el of significance of a .. 0.05, then we would undertake 

a one-sided test and woull:d "accept" or not reject the alternate hypothesis that 
, 

b < 0 if the t-statistic,value in (n.lO) is less than (-to.OS) with (T+U-2) de-

grees of freedom. Obviously, if (T+U-2»30 (which is typically the case in 'this 

study), then the t-telt becomes a z-test, which employs the unit normal 

distribution. In particul,ar, we would "accept" the alternate hypothesis that 

b < 0, if the computed z -- as computed by (II.IO) -- is less than -zO.05 .. -

1.64. 

Finally, it should be noted that the above split-area model can be applied 

to many situations where there are two -- including experimental and control --

groups, one deemed treated and the other not. Further, the one-selection 

measure model developed herein can be straightforwardly extended to the case of 

several selection measures. 
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